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The art of living
at the office
More than just office furniture, the STAD collection by Lacasse
is a professional lifestyle. Answering to the emerging needs
of today’s open plan workspaces, including more privacy when
desired and collaborative or impromptu meeting areas;
STAD Office Furniture System is born.
The components can be reconfigured time and again,
with adjustable height tables, modular soft seating
and poufs for greater comfort and
better posture.
STAD brings nature into the office, for a calm,
vibrant atmosphere.

AVAIL ABLE NOW!

1 888 522-2773
www.groupelacasse.com

S TA D
Office Furniture System

becomes you.
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The Rise of
Third Spaces
The newest generation of workers are
increasingly exploring alternative work areas
throughout the day. This transformation in
work styles offers an opportunity to bring
people back to the office by incorporating
“third spaces” that promote movement,
invite interaction and enhance productivity.

Spectrum Health

LIFE SCIENCE. TECH. AEROSPACE.
We de s ig n it. We pla n it. We g e t it.
Imagine what you can do with the right partner.

Call 800.283.2434 x117

FURNITURE FOR INNOVATIVE WORK

Flock®
hon.com/flock

Ergonomics made beautiful.
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Not all
ergonomic
office seating
needs to cost
an arm and a
leg.

12. JLL - FUTURE OF WORK STUDY

Executives will look toward the future of work as an
agile and adaptable model for achieving ambitions
in an environment where stability is an illusion or,
worse, a sign of stagnation.

14. MYTHBUSTERS

Challenging workplace assumptions.

24. CBRE FURNITURE FORUM:
UNRAVELING FURNITURE
FRUSTRATIONS

The topic was explosive: How can we improve the
furniture buying process? The idea was to gather
designers, office furniture dealers and manufacturers
at CBRE’s Chicago office and hash out a process many
believe is, at best, inefficient and at its worst, broken.

16. TRENDS - OTTO CAMPUS
COWORKING OFFICES - HAMBURG

26. WHY SEATING STILL MATTERS

18. WORKPLACE 3.0 / SALONE UFFICIO

34. OM PUTS THE FUN AND FUNCTION
IN SEATING

Around the heart of the space – an arena for presentations, speeches or panel discussions with over 100
guests – there have been built meeting areas, lounges,
quiet rooms, work- and flex benches as well as a café.
There are some cool new products, lots of ideas and
a fair number of visitors to the office area of the show
(actually, iSalone is made up of many events running
together).

meet our new sidekick
www.sitonit.net
DESIGNED IN CALIFORNIA

SAY HELLO TO THE NEW WIT SIDE—a complete
multipurpose seating collection that offers all the signature
features of our bestselling Wit task chair. With a built-in
pull handle, ultra-slim profile and light, stackable frame,
you’ll stay mobile and ready for anything.

Since the introduction of the task chair decades ago,
office dwellers have had many options to chose from,
but almost all of them came with a large price tag.
There are still plenty of affordable chairs around.

OM believes in sweating the details so when their
chairs make it to offices around the country, they will
be perfect for the workers sitting in them.
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For more information contact us at workriteergo.com or 800.959.9675
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Office seating is
one of the most
competitive
segments in
the commercial
furnishings
industry, and
OM knows
building solid
chairs that
are fun isn’t
enough.
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CRAVES FLEXIBLE OFFICES

As Allseating delves more into design, it is changing the way those who specify furniture perceive the
company.

BOSS Design’s new Trinetic Chair, the very unusual
CoreChair, Screen Mom Natural Screen Cleaner, and
Paperpro Staplers.

A bike-friendly workplace is also important to job
seekers, even though it’s often an underappreciated
component of the hiring process.
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WORKPLACE BRING FOCUS AND CREATIVITY?

Technology and Information are forcing commercial
real estate to adapt a more flexible model.
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WELLNESS IN THE WORKPLACE
70. CHARTING: COWORKING

Increasingly, people of all walks of life are using
marijuana in small amounts throughout the day to be
more focused and creative on the job.

72. ENDMATTER

It could be that the Chinese have the perfect napping
product for the old-fashion cuble centered workplace.
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Future of Work

READ MORE

Where ambition

thrives

1

Disruption & Uncertainty

JLL Future of Work

Drivers of change in the workplace: rated as top trends with impact being felt today2

44 23 12
%

Changing work environments and
flexible working arrangements

Most executives know that, while
today’s disruptive and uncertain
forces are formidable and must
be addressed, they will quickly
give way to new realities. Instead
of dealing with changes as they
happen, tomorrow’s successful
executive teams will take a visionary
approach. Executives will look

2

toward the future of work as an agile
and adaptable model for achieving
ambitions in an environment
where stability is an illusion or,
worse, a sign of stagnation.
It is not just organizations that are
changing; the workforce itself has
become diverse and complex.

%

Rise of the middle class in
emerging markets

An increasingly liquid workforce,
the significant rise in alternative
work arrangements and the
emergence of a middle class in
developing countries are all factors
that are changing the role of the
workplace in people’s lives.

%

Crowdsourcing, the sharing economy
and peer-to-peer platforms

Executives will look toward the future of work
as an agile and adaptable model for achieving
ambitions in an environment where stability
is an illusion or, worse, a sign of stagnation.

World Economic Forum Future of Jobs Report, 2016.
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Mythbusters
Challenging Workplace Assumptions

Will

Another axiom about work is that the more hours logged for an employee’s training, the more they know. But is
execs report their
say they don’t have
this true? Training represents a huge organizational cost in time forofstudent
and teacher alike.
HubSpot recently
communications
time to do the
discovered that employees only retain 15% of what is taught to them
during
training.
It’s
not
for
lack
desire.
are unmanageable
training
theyofneed
In fact, workers are more apt to learn information that has a direct impact on their work. It’s rooted deep in our
limited ability to focus for long periods of time. A new approach is trying to bridge this gap and it’s helping many
companies increase their effectiveness. Microlearning breaks information into small, three to five minute segments.
The shorter bursts let the brain rest which helps with retention. Looking at these stats on workplace training, it’s
easy to see why many companies are kicking traditional models to the curb.

25%

40%

Therefore, traditional training doesn't work

By IDa Design
Musician Marc Anthony said, “do what you love and you’ll never work a day in your life.” (It’s possible that Confucius
said this first.) As promising as that sounds, it turns out that you won’t have the greatest impact at work if this is all you
do. Research increasingly shows that people who focus on delighting others are happier themselves.

Will

training more make you smarter?

u. s. bus ines s es s pend ov er

$160 BILLION ANNUALLY
on employee learning and training

doing What you love make you happy ?

The Great Work Study, by the O.C. Tanner Institute, unpacks elements of this phenomenon in work environments.
They researched 1.7 million cases of award-winning corporate work (products & services) in an attempt to define what
constitutes “great work”. They also wanted to determine how to increase the odds of producing something that others
will love. Said another way, that creates happiness. Thousands of surveys led to correlation between 5 critical skills, that when

80%

exercised in various combinations, characterized what
people defined as great work. The first skill is titled,
Ask The Right Question. Employees exercising this
skill had thought carefully at the outset about
the recipients of their work and asked two key
questions: “what would make a difference”
and “what would delight”. Almost nine times
out of ten, when the result was great work,
people had actively sought to ensure that their
products or services would benefit others.
Score one for The Golden Rule. Another action
that emerged as integral to great work was
taking the vantage point of the recipients, even
to the point of becoming embedded in their
world. If you can become the other during
your project, 87% of the time you will create
work that is more valuable and beneficial.
Other attributes also involved looking outward.
When you love what you do, it makes work that
much better. The Great Work Study shows that
finding yourself in that place may have a lot to
do with looking to others. For the full story, you
can download The Great Work Study here.

avg. time to c reate 1 hour
of c l as s room training

is said to be forgotten
within 30 days
(90% within one year)

avg. time an employee
trains annual ly

OVER
30 HOURS
fewer than

15%

successfully apply
what they learn

43 - 185 HOURS

9 0/20/8 rule says:

In the first 8 minutes, we’re at our
peak energy level
After 20 minutes, our neurons
experience a noticeable drop
After 60-120 minutes, alertness
completely collapses

Graphic from grovo.com

is 8

hours optimal?

“By working only when you are most
Microlearning beats traditional
training in
effective, life is both more productive
a variety of ways

A topic we covered in our last issue of
Inspiration & IDa’s is the idea of personal
sustainability. People believe that the eight-hour
workday is the most productive and efficient
way to run a business. The nine-to-five work day
started during the British Industrial Revolution to
increase productivity. What started as an idea to
limit work has evolved with our knowledge-based
economy. Millennials’ desire for work flexibility has
Author of The Four Hour Work Week
increased dramatically in importance, leaving many
companies trying other alternatives.
Microlearning in 3-7 minute
Bite size microlearning
Microlearning can cut
Over 1.2 billion learners
Two yearschunks
ago matches
Sweden
houranwork
day
study. Nurses
at a retirement
were
paid
for eight
hours
thebegan
brain’s a sixyields
average
of 4-5
development
costs by 50%homehave
access
to smart
devices
working
memory
and
learned
items
taken
from
while
increasing
the
speed
and
expect
to
use
them
but only worked six. The study was funded by the government and lasted almost two years. The employees were
attention span
a series
of development by 300%
measurably
happier, which translated
to a higher quality of care
for patients. Although productivity increased, it led
to higher costs for employers and the need for more part-time employees. The true cost of all these trade-offs is still
unclear and a lot more study is needed before the conventional western workday can be debunked. Nonetheless,
r a diexamples
t i o na lhere show that
m iour
c ro
l ea r nquestioning
ing
the Swedish study and thetother
collective
is the path to great work, great
learning, and great lives. What’s
needed
are
some
volunteers
to
cut
their
workday
short
and report back. Is more for
Costly, structured, trainerCost-effective,
flexible,
learner-driven
driven
less for real? Volunteers? Anyone?

and more enjoyable. It’s the perfect
example of having your cake and
eating it, too.”

Timothy Ferriss

Graphic from O.C. Tanner Institute “The Great Work Study”

Boring, text-based

Games, audio/visual, graphics

IDa is an industrial design firm specializing in product and trends for the contract market.
For curated perspectives on workplace, design, technology, and sustainability subscribe to our

CONTENT
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quarterly
trend
report, click Inspiration
& IDa’s
or visit
our on
website
www.idadesign.com. Want more
All content
is same
priority
“Must Learn”
and
“Learn
Need”
information? We’d love to hear from you. info@idadesign.com.

Single-use

Reusable, Shareable
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Trends | OTTO Campus Coworking Offices – Hamburg

Photography: Julia Maria Max
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OTTO Campus Coworking Offices – Hamburg
PLY has designed the new co-working spaces of OTTO
Campus, located in Hamburg, Germany.
PLY atelier designed a Co-Working Space at Otto Campus in Hamburg. Within the framework of ´Kulturwandel 4.0´ a former storage with 1700sqm at 8th floor was
developed into a collaboration workspace with different scenarios for open and creative work.

Around the heart of the space – an arena for presentations, speeches or panel discussions with over 100
guests – there have been built meeting areas, lounges,
quiet rooms, work- and flex benches as well as a café.
The space is called collabor8 and is completely open
for everyone working at any company of OTTO group.
WPM

J U N E 1 2 | 1 3 | 14 | 2 017
E X PE R I E N C E
C OM M E R C I A L DE S IGN
F ROM E V E RY A N GL E
TheMart, Chicago | NeoCon.com
North America’s most important design exposition
and conference for commercial interiors.
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Events | Workplace3.0/SaloneUfficio

Just when you think you’ve seen it all, even at a show like iSalone in Milan,
Bene comes out with Pixel, a plywood box that it is selling for $59 — $69 for
the version with two holes — that it hopes will attract young buyers who
want to use the boxes to build their own offices (and build the Bene brand).
Who says you can’t teach an old dog new tricks. Love it or hate it, iSalone,
which was held in Milan in early April, was a funky mix of innovation, beautiful design and a dash of just plain weird. The show is massive, but the office
portion of the show called Workplace3.0 Salone Ufficio, the biennial office
furniture section, seems to be shrinking.
Held in halls 22 and 24 in the Fiera Milano complex, Workplace3.0 has fewer
office furniture makers this year, wider aisles and large unused spaces, a continuation of the trend in recent years of European office furniture events that
seem to be slowing. There seems to be more ancillary office products in the
two halls this year, including a few component makers, office technology
companies and interiors products.
That being said, those who are showing in Milan seem to be making the
most of the space. There are some cool new products, lots of ideas and a fair
number of visitors to the office area of the show (actually, iSalone is made up
of many events running together).

And it is no surprise that visitors will find a few Ferraris — at least the office
furniture version of the sleek Italian autos — at the event. In this case, I’m
talking about Italian office furniture maker UniFor, whose unbelievably cool
furniture most closely resembles Italian supercars. Its Element Office Collection by Foster + Partners (above) is the pinnacle of height adjustable furniture, a round table with a central height adjustable column with flush doors
that spin sideways on pantographic hinges.
Some of these brands are so cool that it is hard to tell what they are selling,
with booths as starkly stocked as a Prada store. If you are in Milan looking for
North American manufacturers, you have to look hard. There are very few
U.S. companies that participate in the official iSalone event, but many like
Herman Miller and Haworth’s high end Italian brands host events in the city
that pull in attendees. U.S. exhibitors include Humanscale, Knoll and Emeco.
WPM
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Events | CBRE Furniture Forum: Unraveling Furniture Frustrations

Explore Everything
A great industry deserves great publications. Bellow
Press takes great pride in becoming the only contract
furnishings industry publisher that covers the entire
spectrum of the industry - from product design, to
manufacturing, to distribution, to workplace design.
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CBRE Furniture Forum: Unraveling Furniture Frustrations
The topic was explosive: How can we improve the furniture buying process? The idea was to gather designers, office furniture dealers and manufacturers at CBRE’s
Chicago office and hash out a process many believe is,
at best, inefficient and at its worst, broken.
The stakeholders gathered in mid-April to expose pain
points in the furniture specifying process in front of an
invite-only crowd of their peers during “CBRE Furniture
Forum: Unraveling Furniture Frustrations.” Though it
could have turned into an exercise in finger pointing,
it did not. Instead, the group came up with some small,
but important first steps to improve the system.
Furniture Forum was created to give voice to each of
the distinct groups that takes the furniture specifying
process from the spark of an idea to the final installation. The forum was the culmination of months of dis-

cussions about the frustrations associated with the
furniture buying process. Though some who attended
the event wish it could have more forcefully exposed
the problems, it succeeded in helping each side understand the position of the others. It wasn’t a gripe session. Instead, it gave attendees a few ideas about how
the process could be improved. The panel did not set
out to solve all the problems. But it did offer some tools
that arose from the months of discussions.
Several major needs were outlined by the panel. They
include: bringing the office furniture dealer to the table
earlier in the process; clearly defining a budget, again,
earlier in the process; creating a streamlined competitive bid process that eliminates time-consuming and
wasteful work; and adding an audio/visual integrator
into the process. WPM
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The Business of Furniture and Workplaces Magazine are the goto sources for keeping you informed about everything that is
happening in the industry. From trends that affect your bottom
line, to new products that will help your customers work better, to
stories that will help you run a better, more informed company.
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SEATING

WHY

STILL MATTERS
STORY BY ROB KIRKBRIDE

Vitra Pacific

D

r. James Levine, director of the Mayo ClinicArizona State University Obesity Solutions
Initiative and inventor of the treadmill desk,
is credited with the asinine assertion that sitting is
the new smoking and that it is “more dangerous
than smoking, kills more people than HIV and is
more treacherous than parachuting.”

As I ponder this claim from the comfort of my highly ergonomic office
chair, I wonder how many cobwebs are forming on his treadmill desk,
the kinda cool, really gimmicky product that got a lot more traction in
sensational headlines than it did sales.
No matter how much Levine believes we should be working while
walking on a hamster wheel, sitting — and the products that make sitting safe — are a necessary part of any office environment. And they’ve
never been better. When one considers where ergonomic office seating
has come from since the 1980s, it is astonishing how much progress has
been made in making office workers safe and productive while seated.
Since the introduction of the task chair decades ago, office dwellers
have had many options to chose from, but almost all of them came with
a large price tag. There are still plenty of great chairs around if you have
some money to spend.
For those with a budget, Vitra ticks all the boxes — great looks, great
design heritage and great comfort. And they’ve been doing it a long
time. Vitramat, the very first office chair developed independently by Vitra, was launched in 1976.
Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby developed one of Vitra’s newest chairs,
the Pacific. Development of the chair followed the guiding principle of
“full performance, quiet design.” Its appearance is strongly defined by the
backrest, which extends so far down that no mechanical components
are visible from behind, with the exception of the base. And it will cost
you about $1,500 to sit in your own.
Not all ergonomic office seating needs to cost an arm and a leg. For
those looking to buy a really good office chair that won’t break the bank
for a company (or even an average home office worker), there are more
and more good options. Here are a few brands worth examining:
-27-

9to5 Seating
Some very nice chairs have always been made by 9to5 seating, and it
has an extensive line (one of our favorites is its Cosmo collection, which
is especially beautiful in leather). But what makes them really unique is
the company’s commitment to “Made in America.” The company recently
opened a new plant in Union City, Tennessee, has another in Hawthorne,
California, and might just be the first seating maker ever to ship parts
from its U.S. plant to China for chair assembly.
Of course, you’ve got to have good products, made in America or not,
and 9to5 definitely does. Though Cosmo appeals to European design
sensibilities with its sleek looks, Aria is the chair we think would appeal to
the largest audience in North America. It is as comfortable as it is good
looking.

HON

Allseating
Not everyone sits in a chair all day, so we like Allseating’s Tuck Collaborative, a swivel-base chair that has the same functionality as a task chair
with the simplicity and light scale of a side chair. It is best used for quick
conference meetings, in training areas, labs and touchdown spaces rather than all-day use.
It is worth noting Allseating is entirely focused on seating and has been
since 1982. It has developed a reputation for quickly adjusting to the
changing needs of customers. As the company says, Allseating always
has its customers’ backs.
-28-

Over the last several years, HON has quietly been making some of the
best affordable seating products you can buy. Solve is one of our favorites. It is the kind of seat that works well for a variety of users and has
enough options to keep even the most picky interior designer satisfied.
It is an easy chair to use since its responsive design adapts intuitively
to the user’s movement, ensuring that it provides continuous comfort
and ventilation through one of three unique back materials. The chair
comes in either: a ReActiv Back, a flexible material with a distinctive hexagonal design that has the breathability of mesh, but plenty of comfort;
upholstered ReActiv Back, with an optional upholstered front in addition
to the aforementioned back; or a mesh back, a breathable ilira-stretch
mesh that provides responsive support and leverages the user’s weight
to create a softer sit.
Three ergonomic tilt controls provide a higher level of customization
and the chair is available with optional adjustable lumbar support and
arms. HON isn’t done yet. Look for new chairs from the company soon.
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SitOnIt
OM
Truly. is OM’s latest offering and the best chair the company has ever
designed. The California office-seating maker continues to bring the midmarket up with a focus on quality and design usually found in products
twice as expensive.
Truly. marks a real turning point for the company because it adds some
real design chops to a company that already makes really good seating
products. More than two years in the making, Truly. is truly good.

SitOnIt was one of the first mid-priced, office-seating makers that took
design seriously. The company has several really beautiful chairs that can
compete on the design level with chair makers at any price level.
Its latest hit is the Novo chair, which starts at $469, half the price of a
similar chair from one of the large office furniture makers. Yet for that
price, you can personalize Novo, from frame sizes, frame colors, accent
colors, features and textiles. It is an award-winning chair, recognized for
its daring design, innovative features, noticeable comfort and low price
point.

Groupe Lacasse
Groupe Lacasse, the Canadian office furniture maker best known for
its desks and credenzas, is opening eyes with its United Chair brand. The
company acquired United Chair and has quickly improved the design of
its products.
The Affinity collection offers intuitive ergonomic features like optimum
back support with six-position height settings and an adjustable seat
depth for individually tailored comfort. The soft mesh back fabric is available in four colors and is easily interchangeable. And the price is right.
If you don’t want to sit in a traditional way, there are other options.
More and more companies are offering seats that aren’t seats at all, but
rather “perches” that allow users to take some of the weight off while they
are using sit-stand desks.
-30-
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Mayline/Safco
Two products from Safco and its Focal Upright Furniture brand are
good choices for times when you don’t want to sit, but don’t feel like
standing either. Focal’s Mobis II is the next evolution of the ergonomic
task seat. It offers the ideal level of healthy support for your body, keeping your spine in a neutral posture and your major muscles engaged.
Safco’s Twixt is a great option as well, a good seat for use while at a standing height workstation or as a easy-to-use side chair in the office.
What Levine seemed to forget when disparaging sitting is that no chair
works perfectly for everyone. Of course, it would be nice if we didn’t have
to sit in front of a computer screen all day. And it would be nice if every
ergonomic office chair worked perfectly for everyone. But that’s not the
case.

Mobis II

Twist
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It could be argued Herman Miller is one of the most influential seating
companies in the world, yet even its research shows not everyone sits
the same. According to one of its countless research papers on sitting,
“The early notions of ‘correct’ posture gave way as evidence made it clear
that idealized postures were not necessarily healthful — especially not in
a work environment dominated by the computer. Yet dynamic changes
in posture, healthful in themselves, cannot compensate for the problems
of poor workstation design, layout, equipment, lighting, acoustics, or job
process. Researchers are finding that relatively minor adjustments to the
entire ‘work envelope’ can be significant. While this holistic view makes
intuitive sense, it frustrates those who seek a cut-and-dried solution to
the influx of problems being associated with knowledge work. It is probably accurate to say that these are now, or soon will be, everyone’s problems. The solutions are just as likely to come from users as they are from
researchers and designers.”
Herman Miller does not say it directly, so we will: It is not the fault of the
office furnishings industry that workers are sitting in front of a computer
screen all day, yet it seems to take the brunt of the blame when it comes
to obesity and lack of activity in the office. Heck, office chair makers are
just trying to help. It is kinda like blaming a seat belt manufacturer for
a driver that dies from running head-on into a large oak tree. It doesn’t
make sense.
So by all means, get up and move around a bit. Movement in the office
is critically important. Just know that when you are ready to sit down,
there are many options out there. WPM
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OM PUTS THE FUN
AND FUNCTION IN
SEATING
That’s also why visitors to the company’s
state of the art plant will find steel cage
bins used to ship parts to the factory are
broken down and returned to the supplier.
It is part of what Wilson Chow, the CEO, calls
the company’s commitment to “responsible
environmentalism.”
Story by Rob Kirkbride
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A

t the front of OM’s warehouse in Ontario, California, one of the seating
company’s employees, Armando Marron, was found throwing an office chair off a
platform. Right in front of OM’s chief executive officer. With his blessing.

No, this fast-growing office seating company has not lost its
marbles. Marron, the company’s production floor supervisor,
was testing its packaging to see how the chair would survive the
rigors of shipping. That’s because OM believes in sweating the
details so when their chairs make it to offices around the country, they will be perfect for the workers sitting in them.
That’s also why visitors to the company’s state of the art plant
will find steel cage bins used to ship parts to the factory are broken down and returned to the supplier. It is part of what Wilson
Chow, the aforementioned CEO, calls the company’s commitment to “responsible environmentalism.”
It seems this company’s focus on the small things is making its
way into its office chairs, as is OM’s seemingly endless ability to
have fun. No one was cringing when Marron was tossing chairs
off a high platform. Instead, the CEO was cheering Marron on,
partly because he knows how important ironclad quality is to his
customers and partly, well, because he enjoys interacting with
his employees in a fun way.
Office seating is one of the most competitive segments in
the commercial furnishings industry, and Chow knows building
solid chairs that are fun isn’t enough. That’s why the company is
focusing much more on design — creating chairs workers want
to sit in because they not only feel great, but look great. “We are
very involved in our design,” Chow says, while describing work
on the company’s yet-to-be-released chair.
-36-
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OM’s push toward world class
product design is evident
in its latest chair, Truly,
which combines the best in
ergonomics and the myriad
choices the company is
known for.
Design of the new chair has involved “a million questions, which would probably irritate a lot of designers” about how people sit, how they are comfortable
and what they like (and don’t like) in office seating, Chow says. He and OM’s engineering and design team have met countless times in a parking lot with Francisco Romero, the designer working on the new seat, in Mission Hills, California,
which is halfway between Ontario and the designer’s office in Los Angeles — an
important consideration given the area’s legendary traffic snarls.
Meeting with designers is part of the chair building process, but the amount of
work and care OM and its partners like Romero put into its products is noteworthy, especially since both specialize in mid-market seating. Mid-market seating is
neither the cheap stuff shoppers find in big box office supplier retailers nor the
high-end, high-priced chairs sold by the biggest names in the industry like Herman Miller and Knoll.
The segment of seating sits smack dab in the middle. Companies like OM are
thriving because they are providing a high quality office chair for less money. Increasingly, these companies are raising the bar for the entire mid-market seating
segment, creating better designs for the same value. The mid-market is growing
and become more and more important as frugal shoppers seek more value in
their office seating. While companies like OM lead with price, they are also leading with design. The company recently spent several weeks with aspiring designers from California State University — Long Beach, giving them feedback on the
seats they designed. “It really provided a bridge between the real world and what
is possible — what can be designed,” Chow says.
OM’s push toward world class product design is evident in its latest chair, Truly,
which combines the best in ergonomics and the myriad choices the company
is known for. A few years ago, the OM5 series was launched (also designed by
Romero). In its official debut to the national ergonomics community, the OM5
Active took home the marquee prize at the national ErgoExpo held annually in
Las Vegas.
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Chow’s father, William, and
Wallace Hwang started the
company to bring reasonably
priced ergonomic chairs to
the market.
In the 30-plus years the company has been around, it has certainly come a long
way. Chow keeps framed advertisements of the company’s early chair models
along a main corridor of OM’s headquarters to remind himself of where OM has
come from and where it is going. These dated brochures have chairs “futuristically” floating through outer space and chairs on rainbows.
Chow’s father, William, and Wallace Hwang started the company to bring reasonably priced ergonomic chairs to the market. While the company will always
focus on giving its customers the best value possible for its seating products,
the company also has focused more on design and uniquely meeting customer
demands over the past several years. A bench at the front of the warehouse attests to OM’s ability to give its customers what they want. It is for making one-off
furniture products or custom furniture.
Once known as Office Master, the company has shortened its name to OM, and
last year for its 30th anniversary created a new logo composed of a circle with
seven threads. The threads represent the various parts of what Chow believes
makes the company uniquely strong. One thread represents manufacturers’ reps,
who Chow sees as truly part of the OM family. Its end users — the people who
sit in OM chairs — represent another thread. The dealer network is an integral
part of the logo as well. Influencers, like architects, ergonomists and designers,
represent another thread. Vendors and the symbiotic relationship with them create another thread. Employees are another thread — Chow notes the company
couldn’t get anything done without them. The final thread represents the company as a whole.
One of the reasons the brand is growing so rapidly is the fun the company
seems to be having. Chow’s smile is infectious and never seems to leave his face.
OM even has its own company mascot, Ozzie the Frog, which sometimes can
be found on its literature and at trade shows. Ozzie even did an “interview” for
the company’s website, where he says, “I’m CMO — Chief Morale Officer. I hop
around and help out in every department.”
“You’ve got to have a little fun,” Chow says. WPM
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ALLSEATING’S NAME SAYS IT ALL
AS ALLSEATING DELVES MORE INTO DESIGN, IT IS CHANGING THE WAY THOSE WHO SPECIFY FURNITURE
PERCEIVE THE COMPANY.
STORY BY ROB KIRKBRIDE

Tuck 4-leg
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t takes a lot to design a
good chair. Just ask any
designer who has put pen
to paper and started the
process. It is complicated
and easy to get details
wrong. Some designers
spend their entire life
working to perfect the craft.

So it is very rare when some of the best known chair designers in the world are gathered
under the same banner for a single event. In celebration of Allseating’s 35th anniversary,
the company is going to debut a number of collaborations with those designers at NeoCon,
the annual office furnishings exhibition in Chicago next month.
Allseating will show collections from Carl Magnusson of CGM Design, Flemming Busk
and Stephan Hertzog of busk+hertzog, Paolo Scagnellato and Jeremiah Ferrarese of
Me.Work, Nick Gillissie of Nick Gillissie Industrial Design, Aaron Duke of Intersection
Design Studio, Tom David of Allseating and Todd Yetman of Yetman & Co.
It is an impressive roster, especially when one considers the company putting on the
show — a midsize Canadian seating specialist that definitely punches above its weight
when it comes to design. It is one of a growing number of seating makers who are focusing
on design, craftsmanship and customization, and in the process, wrestling market share
from the larger traditional seating companies.
New Ayles
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Allseating is one of a
handful of companies that
focuses solely on seating.
Levo Task

Entail

YouToo Midback

“The partnerships we have bolstered with these
designers are a reflection of our brand ethos, which
is based upon providing the marketplace with design that fits any and every space and budget, that
pushes the boundaries without compromising on
practicality, and is dedicated to the details,” says
Allseating President Chris Binnendyk.
The theme for the company’s NeoCon show is
“Sitting on the Shoulders of Giants,” and it truly is
a celebration of design, a serious focus for Allseating as it forms close partnerships and alliances with
some of the best seating designers in the world. It
speaks to where the company is going as an organization.
As Allseating delves more into design, it is changing the way those who specify furniture perceive
the company. It is a major shift for Allseating,
which believes it can bring design to the masses at
a reasonable price. The company wants its brand to
represent accessible design — whether the buyer is
an established company or a tech start-up.
When a company shifts its focus toward design,
it also moves into a different league of competitors,
some of whom have a legacy of working with top
designers for decades. Though they can’t match a
Herman Miller or Knoll in terms of their design
classics, the company believes it can hold its own
with anyone in many categories.
Allseating is succeeding in the design realm in
part because of its investment in it. Its products are
proprietary, and the company has made a significant investment in tooling and research and development. Allseating also believes in trying to solve
problems with every product it releases and adding
unique features that set its products apart.
The company created a design council that meets

on a regular basis to look at gaps in its product line
and begin looking at opportunities in the market.
The design council helped develop Allseating’s 14
new colors, a concrete way that by involving designers up front really helps the brand connect with
those who will specify its products. And working
with designers like Magnusson, who has worked
with much larger and much more design-focused
companies, will speak to the brand, where it is going and how people are beginning to see them.
It is not enough to create a pretty chair. The seat
must be ergonomically correct and comfortable.
Because the human body wasn’t meant to sit for
extended periods, Allseating believes in designing
seating solutions that help you “sit fit.” The company’s Levo task chair and its YouToo Collection
are good examples of sit fit — seating that helps you
to be more alert, more productive.
Service plays a big part in what Allseating is
about. They are big enough to be innovative and
make big investments in new products, but small
enough to care about their customers. Those who
work for Allseating feel like they are at a nimble,
agile company.
Allseating is one of a handful of companies that
focuses solely on seating. And it hits just about every segment in the market — corporate, education,
laboratory, health-care. The company claims it is
Allseating in every situation. One area the company
hadn’t addressed was lounge seating, but that is
changing with some new products it is preparing to
release.
“We look forward to unveiling each collection
and sharing the story behind their development
throughout the year,” Binnendyk says.. WPM
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PUT A POSITIVE SPIN ON
BIKING TO WORK
A bike-friendly workplace is also important to job seekers, even though it’s often
an underappreciated component of the hiring process.
Story by Jennie Morton
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May is Bike to Work Month, and
it’s the perfect time to review
your company’s bike policies and
incentives. As biking increases
in popularity, many businesses
are capitalizing on the trend
to recruit and retain their
workforce. Successful programs
go beyond bike racks and include
a suite of amenities, financial
perks and special events. Learn
about simple and low-cost ways
your corporation can spin up
enthusiasm for bicycling.
-52-

Pedal to the metal
Bicycling may evoke the carefree days of childhood,
but its benefits for adults are all-encompassing. An
active lifestyle supported by biking not only lowers
health-care costs but also improves workplace morale,
camaraderie and productivity.
“Biking is something that people can carry over from
home into their professional life,” explains Amelia Neptune, director of the Bicycle Friendly America Program
with The League of American Bicyclists. “When employees bring their passion for biking to work, it’s a powerful
way to connect with colleagues. It’s also a positive way
to engage people who haven’t been on a bike in a long
time or ever.”
A bike-friendly workplace is also important to job
seekers, even though it’s often an underappreciated

component of the hiring process. “People of all ages
want to live, work and shop in close proximity — bikes
make a compact lifestyle possible. Bicycling opportunities are a part of the equation to attract and retain a
motivated workforce,” says Tim Blumenthal, president of
PeopleForBikes.
Regular exercise, including cycling, is a known mood
booster. Employees who bike to work can score an
endorphin high, which can translate to enthusiasm
for their to-do list. Stress levels also are lowered when
workers can skip a long commute in favor of getting
their blood pumping, says Colin Heyne, deputy director
of the Silicon Valley Bicycle Coalition.
Particularly in urban centers, getting to work by car
or public transportation is not only sedentary but often causes employees to miss valuable work time. For
example, time spent in traffic in Australia’s eight capital
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cities cost nearly $2.8 billion (USD) in lost productivity in
2005, finds the UN-Habitat 2013 Global Report on Human Settlements.
Biking also can combat rising health-care costs.
Healthier employees file fewer insurance claims, take
smaller amounts of sick leave and have lower levels of
absenteeism or presenteeism.

Altruist concerns about
the environment aside,
your city also may require
your company to promote
alternative transportation.
For example, Quality Bicycle Products Co. implemented an incentive-based wellness program with an emphasis on bike commuting. Based on data provided by
its insurance carrier, participants had improved health
measures for diabetes, heart disease and obesity. They
also had better fruit and vegetable intake as well as
lower alcohol and tobacco use. The findings showed a
decrease of 4.4 percent in the per member per month
(pmpm) health-care costs over a five-year period. Most
notably, the difference in the amount per paid claim
between bike commuters and non-commuters was
$167.77.
Companies working to build their green profile also
should include biking. Consider this — the average car
trip for work, shopping and social reasons is 12 miles or
less, according to the 2009 National Household Travel
Survey conducted by the Department of Transportation. As long as there are safe bike routes, this is a reasonable distance for most cyclists to travel. Each car-less
trip avoids emissions, fossil fuel consumption and traffic
congestion.
Altruist concerns about the environment aside, your
city also may require your company to promote alternative transportation. Some municipal building codes
stipulate short- and long-term bike parking or even
shower facilities, Blumenthal notes.
“Silicon Valley has trip caps, which limit the number of

vehicles that can enter and exit an area. Businesses can
invest in bike infrastructure as a method to bring employees into freeway-bound campuses without adding
to traffic,” Heyne explains.
Headquartered in Atlanta, 5,000 employees travel to
The Coca-Cola Company’s urban campus. With 10 percent of employees expressing interest in bike commuting and 550 living within three miles, the company has
taken strides to encourage alternative transportation.
“We’ve partnered with the City of Atlanta, the PATH
Foundation and Georgia Tech to bring protected and
landscaped bike lanes to our neighborhood,” says Eric
Ganther, transportation manager under Global Workplace Strategy & Operations for Coca-Cola. “Atlanta’s
goal is to be the most trail-connected city in the United
States. As a major Atlanta employer, we are committed
to nurturing this transformation of our city.”
Everybody is a cyclist
If your workplace is new to the cycling world, start
with bike parking. The absence of a secure place to
store bikes is a major deterrent. Avoid the cheap “wheel
bender” racks and choose a U-shape or curved rack.
These styles support the weight of the bike frame so it
won’t fall over and provide two contact points for locks.
Racks also should be located in a highly visible, well-lit
area, Blumenthal says. Cyclists should feel as confident
as car owners that their mode of transportation will be
protected during work hours. If your company truly
wants to encourage bike commuters, offer sheltered
parking, Heyne advises. This can entail converting a stall
inside your parking garage, adding a permanent canopy over outdoor racks or installing bike lockers, which
are metal or fiberglass enclosures. You also can include
wall-mounted racks inside the building.
But installing racks isn’t enough to foster strong support for biking, Neptune notes. You need to invest in your
commuters’ ability to efficiently ride between home and
work. This means end-of-trip facilities: changing or locker rooms, showers and a repair area. Even something as
simple as a place to keep a fresh change of clothes can
make a big difference, Heyne says.
Blumenthal recommends including basic tool kits and
a workstation. These one-time investments will ensure
cyclists can easily repair a chain, tighten up bolts or ad-
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just brakes. At the very least, a tire pump or spare tires is
a sign you take your cyclists seriously. You also can ask
your local bike repair shop if they have a bike mechanic
who can visit your site for tune-ups, Heyne adds.
Some businesses are adding bike fleets to encourage
employees to ride short distances to lunch or off-site
meetings, Heyne says. You don’t even have to purchase
bikes — your company can lease them through a provider like Zagster, Motivate or CycleHop. Even having
one rental bike can be impactful, Neptune says.
Coca-Cola is recognized as a Bicycle Friendly Business
through the League of American Bicyclists, a program
that helps companies boost their biking profile. They
have implemented a number of changes that support
bicyclists in recent years.
“We have had a bike-share program on campus for
several years to promote leisure biking,” Ganther says. “In
spring 2016, we opened an active-commuter entrance,
new state-of-the-art commuter locker rooms and showers, covered commuter bike parking and sponsored
safe cycling classes. We also conduct employee awareness campaigns on the value of biking to work. These
initiatives have had a gradual but profound impact on
the growing bike commuting community here at CocaCola.”

Need more to incentivize
your employees? There’s
always cold hard cash.
Rider education is a great way to sustain enthusiasm
for biking. Neptune recommends starting with employee orientation and providing a map with bike trails
and lanes and a list of local shops. Schedule lunch-andlearns that cover a wide range of topics, such as commuter tips, safety, maintenance, how to buy a bike and
winter riding, she adds.
There are also many apps that gamify bicycling by
tracking miles or number of trips, Heyne says. For example, the National Bike Challenge awards points for each
day participants ride and every mile logged. Companies
can use this free program from the League of American
Bicyclists to create teams and track bike engagement
from May through September.
Need more to incentivize your employees? There’s always cold hard cash. Some businesses offer a commuter
reimbursement of 10 cents for every mile or $1 per day,
Neptune says. The only caveat is that the subsidy should
be comparable to what you offer for carpooling or parking, Blumenthal notes. You also might offer health-carerelated benefits, such as lower premiums or additional
HSA contributions. Quality bike gear can be an investment, so raffles and gift cards are great motivation.
Many businesses may not be aware of the Bike Commuter Tax Benefit, a transportation fringe benefit offered by the federal government. Commuters can earn
up to $20 a month for related expenses if they bike to
work more than 50 percent of the time. These tax-free
reimbursements are an excellent way to defray the cost
of maintenance, repair and accessories.
And don’t forget May 19 is Bike to Work Day. It’s the
perfect day to highlight the advantages of biking and
put new initiatives into motion. Happy trails! WPM

A roadmap to success
While most companies already have a core group of
dedicated bikers, the most effective workplace programs encourage all employees to bike.
“It takes patience and a one-on-one touch to convert
the uninitiated,” Heyne stresses. “We have a company
that set up a bike buddy program for new commuters.
They added a page on their website that showed safe
routes to work and did surveys on how far away people lived. Novice bikers were paired with experienced
ones who lived nearby so they could meet and ride in
together. It took some coordination and e-mailing but it
made an enormous difference.”
Group outings also will help novice riders feel more
comfortable, Neptune says. Coordinate rides over lunch,
after work, on Fridays and even over the weekend. Look Jennie Morton is a freelance writer interested in how the workplace
for local rides led by cycle clubs, neighborhood associa- shapes behavior. She can be spotted around Cedar Rapids, IA on her
mint green bicycle.
tions and charity events.
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REFINING REEFER:

COULD CANNABIS CULTURE
IN THE WORKPLACE BRING
FOCUS AND CREATIVITY?
Increasingly, people of all walks of life are using marijuana in small amounts
throughout the day to be more focused and creative on the job.
Story and Art by Emily Clingman
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r. Dustin Sulak will be the first one to say using marijuana in microdoses to ease anxiety and chronic pain or boost focus and activity has not been proven scientifically, but he’s an advocate for its
therapeutic use nevertheless.

Sulak is the founder of Integr8 Health (www.integr8health.com), a pain clinic in Maine
with a holistic approach to chronic pain, cancer, spasticity, nausea and a variety of other
conditions. He specializes in medical marijuana, which is not earth-shattering news; the
plant has been front and center in disrupting conventional medicine legally since 1996.
What’s important is Sulak’s approach to marijuana dosing – appropriate dosing, he calls it.
There’s a new trend in the workplace, and Sulak
has become the go-to guy to talk about it. Featured
in publications like Rolling Stone and Time, Sulak
has been advocating the benefits of marijuana microdosing at work.
Increasingly, people of all walks of life are using
marijuana in small amounts throughout the day to
be more focused and creative on the job. Some are
calling it the next smart drug. Some liken it to the
cocaine that kept Wall Street running all night long
during the ‘80s or to the LSD that fuels Silicon Valley’s imagination, but many – including Sulak – say
marijuana is different.
“There’s plenty of opportunity to use low doses
of cannabis that allow someone to go to work and
function just fine, but perhaps reducing pain, anxiety, improving their mood and focus,” Sulak says.
“All that is very possible without any impairment.”
Kiva Confections (www.kivaconfections.com),
is a California-based, not-for-profit medical marijuana collective that makes high-quality marijuana
edibles.
“We’re starting to realize that in small doses, cannabis can be a productivity tool, a total game changer for creative people,” says Christine Strong, Kiva’s
marketing manager. “We found that our low dose
products are the most popular. People are integrat-58-

ing it into their lifestyle, not just coming home at
night and taking large amounts and having a super
psychoactive experience.”
Strong compares marijuana microdosing to anything people use to take the edge off, like having a
beer at lunch, smoking a cigarette or taking deep
breaths.
“These things provide a subtle relief,” Strong says.
“Other people might take a valium.”
Both Strong and Sulak report their clients experience a wide array of benefits from microdosing,
from physical pain relief and less anxiety or depression to an elevated sense of well-being and focus.
While it might sound nice to try something that
increases focus at work or that takes the edge off
anxiety, there is still fear among people not understanding that marijuana doesn’t have to be psychoactive, Strong explains, adding the only association
a lot of people have with marijuana and the only effect they understand is the tripped-out hippie who
smells like a skunk, movie characters completely
ripped after bong sessions or even terrifying propaganda lingering from the Reefer Madness era.
“A lot of recreational users use cannabis to go unconscious, leave present reality, zone out and pass
out, Strong says. “Instead, cannabis can be used
with a lot of intention and a lot of consciousness –
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very specific reasons – (like) dealing with stress or
managing a serious condition.”
It’s about being present, Strong says – small
amounts contribute to the overall quality of life day
to day.
“It’s a new way for people to look at cannabis,”
Strong says. “Were trying to rebrand cannabis and
people’s understanding of it. In two to three years’
time, microdosing will be how people use cannabis,
like a health supplement.”
There seems to be a nationwide shift in marijuana
perception. More and more people claim to use it
in some form. Shady dispensaries with bars on the
windows are morphing into classy boutiques and
bud showrooms. Even the reference to it is changing from marijuana to cannabis – both of which
mean essentially the same thing: the plant from
which the various compounds (THC, for example)
come from. The word cannabis tilts the conversation toward a little more sophistication and refinement.

Josh Grady, owner of Sunrise Solutions (www.
sunrisesolutionsmj.com), a marijuana dispensary
in Bailey, Colorado, says he’s seeing more interest
in CDB, a compound in cannabis known scientifically as cannabidiol – one of at least 483 known
chemical compounds in the plant.
CBD has antipsychotic (meaning not psychoactive) effects but can provide relief from physical
pain, anxiety, depression, epilepsy, Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease and a host of other bodily
issues and symptoms.
“We cater to a lot of older clientele,” Grady says.
“They are looking for relief or an alternative to
heavy medications. It’s not about getting high anymore.”
Grady explains that many of his clients are looking to manage something, whether it’s chronic pain
and arthritis or moodiness and stress.
“Most people have spiky attitudes,” he says. “CDB
can help round out those spikes.”
The same rule applies for microdosing CBD as for
THC – small amounts throughout the day. A widely-accepted formula in the industry is called the
“six-one-six”: 6 milligrams per 100 pounds every
six hours. Grady named his other company, the Six
1 Six Sucker Company (www.616suckercompany.
com), after this idea. Six 1 Six produces only CBD
products in many forms, including capsules, tinctures, honey sticks and lollipops. CBD-infused
products are legal to possess and consume in all
50 states, for now, at least. It can be ordered online
and shipped to any state.
“That’s the nice thing about CBD, anyone can
have access to the plant’s benefits without the
high,” Grady says. “Even in places where marijuana
is illegal.”
As far as the workplace is concerned, it may be
frowned upon for everyone to be munching on pot
candy all day – at least, that is one assumption employers might have.
Strong says she hopes employers are open to this
new understanding of cannabis and how it can help
their staff members. She believes employer resistance may be rooted in the assumption employees
are going to be “stoned” at work.
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“That’s where we really need to work on people’s
perception on what’s possible with cannabis,” Stone
says.
Strong suggests people try a microdose of cannabis to experience the effects themselves. For instance, Kiva Confections makes several treats like
chocolate bars, mints and candy bites. The company’s best seller, Petra Mints, comes in servings
infused with 2.5 milligrams of THC – the equivalent of taking one light puff of marijuana.
“People who are against cannabis typically move
past that once they try it themselves or know someone who is benefitting from its use,” she says. “Once
you see it positively affect someone’s life, it changes
your perspective.”
It goes without saying if marijuana is not legal in
your state, physicians, marijuana proprietors and
employers will not condone marijuana use in any
capacity. And, because it’s still classified federally
as a Schedule 1 drug, any organizations with federal
connections prohibit marijuana possession and use
on federal property, even if marijuana is legal at the
state level.
Currently, 26 states and the District of Columbia have laws broadly legalizing marijuana. Three
other states will join soon. Seven states and the District of Columbia have legalized recreational use of
marijuana. The stigma around marijuana seems to
be evaporating, making way for scientific research,
product innovation, rebranding of the plant, business development and better access to marijuana’s
therapeutic benefits.
Sulak’s mission is to help people understand cannabis use should be treated like other medicines –
finding the desired effect at the lowest dose.
“People’s logic leads them to believe for better
results, they should take more,” Sulak says. “THC
is the most powerful, therapeutic aspect of cannabis, but it’s also the most likely to cause side effects.
With any medication, there is a therapeutic window, which is the distance between the dose that
gives you the benefit and the dose that gives a side
effect that’s intolerable. THC, especially when it’s
inhaled, renders a rapid onset, kicks in very quickly
and has a narrow therapeutic window. One puff

might give the user the effect they are looking for,
two puffs might make them feel uncomfortable,
disorganized or uncoordinated.”
Sulak explains when one uses more marijuana
than needed, the therapeutic effect goes away.
“That’s the mechanism for building tolerance,”
Sulak says. “So, someone who has built tolerance to
cannabis has also built tolerance to their endocannabinoids – what the body makes naturally for the
purpose of healing. You don’t want to build tolerance – you want your endocannabinoid system to
be highly efficient and functional, because that’s
one of the primary ways we respond to injury and
illness.”
According to Sulak, low or ultralow doses of cannabis supplement the endocannabinoid system. He
understands the hesitation employers might have
though.
“I’m also an employer, and I don’t want my employees to be impaired at work. That’s a very valid
concern,” Sulack says. “But, when people are impaired on cannabis they are almost always aware
of their impairment, which is not the case with
alcohol, for example, where people think they are
fine. The awareness of impairment allows people to
modify their activity and stay safe, or even go home
sick if needed.”
Those kinds of situations can be avoided with appropriate dosing, Sulak says.
“Cannabis can be used without impairment, and
my experience has been that employees normally
want to use cannabis to improve productivity,” he
says. “So, impairment from low doses of cannabis at
work is no greater than the impairment that might
come from not sleeping well the night before, too
little caffeine in the morning, being in pain or having anxiety.”
If employers have an open mind about marijuana
as a potential work enhancer and there aren’t any
legalities prohibiting employees from using it on
the job, there are many advocates out there that
would say, “Give it a try.”
Who knows, maybe a shift in perspective will lead
to that breakthrough moment you’ve been waiting
for. WPM
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ProductMatter | Boss Design Trinetic Chair

www.bossdesign.com
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BOSS DESIGN TRINETIC CHAIR
Boss Design isn’t a common name for North American office design, but if it keeps making excellent products
like its new Trinetic Chair, it might be soon. The British furniture maker is better known among office dwellers for its
strong collection of lounge and collaborative products, but with Trinetic, it is taking a major step forward in task seating.
Trinetic is that rare combination of beautiful and comfortable in office seating; something any business owner
would be proud to have in her office, while still providing a great sit for her employees. Because of the aluminum
cradle that makes up the structure of the chair, it is a real looker, but it is the technology behind it that makes Trinetic
great.
Trinetic has no manual user adjustments. Instead, it uses three independent pivot points that combine to create
a chair that follows rather than resists the user. This promotes better support through a wide range of body movements, and has been proven to increase contact with the user’s body through the full length of the seat and back
surface compared to traditional synchronized mechanisms. This provides greater comfort and encourages a more
dynamic user experience.
The aluminum cradle can be finished in a wide array of styles. It can be supplied in any combination of mesh, fabric or leather seat and backrest, together with a choice of four and five-star base options. It is a good choice for those
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who want a task chair, but can also be specified as a touchdown work, meeting or conference chair. In our testing, Trinetic performed best when not used for intense or long stretches in front of the computer. On the other
hand, since there is nothing to adjust, it is a fantastic seat for flexible, agile work environments where the same
chair may be used by multiple people throughout the week.
Though Boss has had some task chairs in the past, Trinetic is the most ambitious. Boss Design Managing Director Brian Murray said it is the most expensive task chair ever developed in the U.K.
If we have one very small gripe about Trinetic it can be found at the bottom of the chair — the casters. Perhaps
it is just a one-off problem with our test chair, but the Trinetic casters seem a bit “sticky” — tough to roll, even on
the hard surface of our office floor, though we may have received one with a bad set of wheels. Still, it is a small
complaint when compared to the excellent performance found in the rest of the chair.
Boss Design Trinetic chair will begin full manufacturing in the U.S. this month and lists for $999.
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ProductMatter | CoreChair

ProductMatter | Screen Mom Natural Screen Cleaner

CORECHAIR
Ergonomists continue to encourage us to alternate between sitting and standing. Many of us have learned firsthand the importance of moving throughout the day and also of maintaining a good neutral posture whether we
are sitting or standing. While standing, this is accomplished by properly adjusting our desk and monitor, but what
about when sitting? Sure, we can adjust the desk height or adjust
the monitor to an optimal position, but what if the chair is not helping us to maintain a neutral posture?
The number of different of task chairs to choose from boggles the
mind. There are some great ergonomically designed task chairs, but
many seem to be cookie cutters — the same old thing. However,
the CoreChair has taken a different path toward ergonomic perfection.
The first thing we noticed about the chair was the small seat back.
It extends only nine inches above the seat. It hits right in the small
of the back, providing lumbar support. It is reminiscent of the typist
chair from our youth, but that is where any similarity ends.
The second thing we noticed was the contour of the seat. The
cushion of the seat is shaped to, well, cradle your butt. The sides are
higher than the rest of the seat, and there is a 1½” inch deep divot in
the center, right below the tailbone and the hip’s sitter bones.
It wasn’t until we sat in it that we were able to fully appreciate the
chair’s unique construction. The seat is one of the most comfortable seats we have ever used. The benefit of the recess in the center
of the seat is quickly apparent. There is no excess pressure on the
user’s tailbone or sitter bones.
Sitting back comfortably is possible — the back is then adjusted
forward to give support to the lower back. It encourages an upright posture not only in the lower back but up to the shoulders that leads to a better position for the user’s arms
when keyboarding. After the first day of use we noticed we had less back and shoulder fatigue. We found ourselves so comfortable and stress-free we would forget to alternate between sitting and standing and spent more
time sitting than we should.
The seat is also an active seat allowing for a rocking motion in all directions. This enables the user to work their
core muscles. With a simple slide of a lever, the user can adjust the freedom of motion. Regardless of how we adjusted the active seating, we found ourselves sitting relatively still. Others may enjoy
the option of adjusting how much the chair can rock in a full 360 degrees.
CoreChair
The only downside of the chair is you are not able to lean back in it. This is not an
www.corechair.com
issue when working at the computer. But it is a little bothersome when on the phone
$995
or reading an article. We would rather have the option to lean back, recline and relax
a little.
www.247ergo.com
$895
It is still important for employees to alternate between sitting and standing, but sitting on the CoreChair will provide both comfort and support. It is a particularly helpful ergonomic solution for those who spend most of their time in front of a monitor
with their hands on a keyboard.

½
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SCREEN MOM NATURAL SCREEN CLEANER
What’s a worker to do when they are truly trying to multitask? You know, the kind of multitasking that
includes eating a greasy piece of Lou Malnati’s deep dish pizza while at the same time browsing
on an iPad. If your screens look anything like ours, it takes a special kind of cleaner to get the spic
and span. We’ve found Screen Mom Natural Screen Cleaner does a
wonderful job of getting that gunk off all your electronic devices —
Screen Mom
from laptops to flat screen televisions — at a fraction of the price of
Natural Screen most big box office store products.
There’s not much that can be said about screen cleaners. Either it
Cleaner
cleans your electronics or it doesn’t. Screen Mom definitely works
available at amazon
with absolutely no streaks whatsoever. That’s a bit of a surprise, since
Screen Mom doesn’t contain any of the nasty chemicals found in
$16.95.
some products. In this case, natural definitely is better.
There is no harsh scent. Screen Mom does its job without any
chemical or fake floral scent.
The story behind the product makes it even better. According to Screen Mom’s website: “Screen Mom
was born on a rainy cold day in Ohio when Amanda (aka Screen Mom), mom of five kids, was overwhelmed by the task of cleaning all
of the sticky smudges on the family’s TVs and tablets. The frustration for Amanda was that she could not find a product that was safe
without a nasty chemical odor that could clean the screens without streaking. After a couple of years of frustrating cleaning, she set out
with her husband (an engineer) and the help of others to find a solution to this problem. Screen Mom was born.”
The product is plant-based with no odor, alcohol, ammonia or harmful phosphates, which makes it safe to use around kids and pets
(and your co-workers). It is streak-free and gives your screen a like-new appearance. And it is cheap. The company’s spray tests resulted
in more than 1,572 sprays from one large bottle of Screen Mom.



PAPERPRO STAPLERS

Paperpro
Electronic technology continues to become more important and indispensable in our workplaces and
lives. Technology increases our efficiency and helps us get more done. Technology may even eventuStaplers
ally lead us to a paperless world, but until we reach that milestone we will still need a way to keep our
www.paperpro.com
papers organized. One essential tool for the office is the stapler. It
sounds simple enough, we all have them and use them without
from $6 to $44
even giving these utilitarian tools a second thought.
We have seen one-finger staplers, but have dismissed them as a
gimmick. It is a stapler. What is the the big deal? It was not until we
borrowed one that we understood how much better they are than a
standard stapler.
For testing, we selected the Paperpro brand. They come in a wide range of sizes and capacities.
The models we tested were the inJOY 12 nano and inCOURAGE 20 Compact.
It is true these staplers are easier to use and require less effort than a standard stapler, but what made them stand out is how smooth
they operate. Not only is the stapler easier to use, but it is capable of stapling more sheets of paper at a time.
They advertise as jam free. In the short time we have used them, they have never jammed. Long term users have reported similar
experiences.
The inCOURAGE 20 Compact, as the name implies, can easily staple 20 pages. We have successfully stapled 40 pages. Although it is
powerful enough to staple a large number of sheets, it does not tear though the paper when only stapling two sheets. It is small and
powerful, perfect for the average office. If more power is needed, Paperpro offers a large range of staplers capable of stapling up to 65
or even 100 sheets.
The Nano is very small, only 2 to 3 inches, and weighs only a few ounces. It is advertised as being capable of stapling up to 12 sheets.
In our testing, we have been able to staple more than 25 sheets. This stapler is perfect if hot-desking in an open office or in a co-working environment.
A stapler may be a small office accessory, but for now, until we are truly paperless, it is still an important one that needs to work when
needed the first time and every time.
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Today’s Workforce Craves Flexible Offices

The overall US commercial office stock continues to age in place. According to the
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Workplace Shifts Driving the Demand
for Flexible Office

| 2

the 16 billion square feet
office space
in the
is in buildings
built before 1980.13
forofShared
Spaces
asUSTheir
First Office

Technology and Information are Forcing Commercial Real Estate to

As owners across the country look for ways to revitalize and reposition these
Getting office space is often a watershed moment in the
buildings, creating flexible spaces has emerged as an
ideal option to capture some
launching of a new company.21 Often that first office is in
of the most desirable office tenants.
a shared environment like a coworking space or executive
Millennials are increasingly
officedominating
center. The initial financial and legal commitment to

Adopt a Flexible Model

the workforce.14 Thus,rent
the most
these spaces is lower than in a traditional space, with
2000

sought after office space
hasspaces
shiftedavailable,
many
2007in sizes as small as a single desk.
to

The US labor market continues to grow more competitive, with the national
average for unemployment hovering around 4.5%. The competition is even tighter
in many of the most popular cities for new companies like San Francisco (3.5%),
Salt Lake City (3.2%), and Boulder (2.7%).1 The scramble to fill IT employee vacancies
is a difficult one, with a recent estimate of the backlog of unfilled IT positions at
545,000.2 In this battle to attract and retain the best employees, flexible office
solutions can be a potent weapon. Companies have started to realize the value of
flexible office solutions in this fight for top talent.
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being
a part of a larger office social environment.

Weekly Average Commute Times in the U.S.

professions that require
office space.
Interacting
with15others can help a small company avoid cabin
fever, and enables employees to draft off the energy of similar
Many factors are exacerbating the pressure to appeal to this demographic. The
teams and individuals in the space.
steady decline, over the last 15 years, in square footage per employee is just one
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3 mos

3 mos

2-3

12 months

3-6 months

23-27 Months to Launch
Source: Mike Cassidy, " A Presentation to The Entreprenuer’s Club: 'Start-up King' Mike Cassidy: How to
build 4 successful companies in a row" LinkedIn SlideShare, January 17, 2011, , accessed April 12, 2017.
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Charting | Improve Your Wellness in the Workplace

Improve Your Wellness in the Workplace
Making the right decisions can lead to wellness.
AIR

WATER

NOURISHMENT

FITNESS
mindless
snacking

Healthy
diet

smoke
break

static
postures

eating
at desk

fast
food

eat away
from
desk

eating
fruits and
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not
accessible

Clean
water

alternate
postures
frequently

Physical
activity

Mindful
eating

FITNESS

*cough*
*cough*

Natural
ventilation

processed
foods

cramps,
dry skin,
headaches

Ergonomic
workstation
design

walking
at lunch

mindful
portions

taking
stairs

sickness

Air
filtration

MIND

Wellness

walking
meetings

photos
of family

biophilia

LIGHT

COMFORT

monitor
glare

regular
dusting

taking time
to recover

stress

Work/life
balance

family
support

Happiness
in the
workplace

MIND

NOURISHMENT

AIR

Breathe
easy

WATER

accessible

Sunlight!

FITNESS

Open a
window

healthy
sleep

socializing in
common areas

using a meeting room
for private discussions

too
bright

infrequent
cleaning

use non-toxic
cleaners

Adequate
lighting

turn on
a lamp

keeping a spare
sweater at work

Thermal
comfort

Aural
comfort

ACHOO!
*sniff*

talking
loudly
proximity to
window

LIGHT
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feeling too hot
or too cold

listening to music
with headphones

COMFORT

COMFORT
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Charting | Co-Working - Understanding the Ongoing Evolution

Technology Sector
is concerned about
LEASE LENGTH

consider signing a long
term lease and lockin a preferential rate
during uncertain times

say lease length is
important.

COST CONTAINING REAL ESTATE STRATEGY
IS HIGHLY PREFERRED BY CRE LEADERS
Banking

Professional Services

MOST SENSITIVE
TO RISING RENTS

COSTS NOT A
MAJOR FACTOR

Co-working

Understanding the
Ongoing Evolution

>50%
have already begun

APRIL 2017

Co-working has been the most transformational practice in the
workplace in recent years. It is going mainstream in gateway
markets across regions as prime rents continue to soar.

SURVEY RESULTS 2016

68%

65% already have plans
to tackle rising rents

ONLY 12% - focused on
cost containment

GATEWAY CITIES / REGIONAL FINANCIAL
CENTERS ARE PREFERRED GROWTH MARKETS

GATEWAY CITIES / REGIONAL FINANCIAL
CENTERS ARE PREFERRED GROWTH MARKETS
38%

forming solutions to
tackle rising rents

New York City

Rio de Janeiro

Johannesburg

London

EUROPE

NORTH
AMERICA

21%
AFRICA

17%

27%

MIDDLE
EAST

53%

ASIA
PACIFIC

CENTRAL AND
SOUTH AMERICA

Dubai

Shanghai

REAL ESTATE COSTS CONTINUE TO REMAIN
A MAJOR FACTOR FOR ORGANIZATIONS

92%

63%

80%

25% ONLY

say total property
costs are important.

say lease length is
important.

consider regulations
will impact their
location strategies

consider signing a long
term lease and lockin a preferential rate
during uncertain times

-70- ESTATE STRATEGY
COST CONTAINING REAL

%
44
Don’t move, remain where you are.

Most occupiers want to remain where
they are as relocation costs are still
high in most markets

%
40
Choose efficient and flexible workspaces.

Occupiers are looking for efficient and flexible
workspaces considering lease length and
property costs as important factors

STRATEGIES FOR EFFICIENTLY MANAGING FOOTPRINT

Banking Sector
concerned about
PROPERTY COST

Technology Sector
is concerned about
LEASE LENGTH

Increase efficiency by
offering flexibility

Invest in technology
to enable flexibility

You are most likely
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92%

89%

Lease
Co-working space

54%

EndMatter

As seen at the CIFF show in Guangzhou, China last month: A workstation with a pull out nap bed.
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Viewing | As seen in The Business of Furniture last month (bof.press)
THE STREAM

[Haworth] Boise, Idaho

BoF
o

THE WEEK IN CONTRACT FURNISHINGS

[Herman Miller] New York City

Springy Bounce in
March Starts, +18%

dezeen.com

David Adjaye named
world’s most influential
architect by Time
magazine

ConstructConnect announced
that March construction starts,
excluding residential activity,
were +17.8 versus February. The
long-term February-to-March
advance, due to seasonality,
has been only +2.5%. It’s usually not until April that more accommodating weather causes
a big lift in volume of about
+12.0%. Spring has apparently
come early for groundbreakings this year.
March 2017 versus what was
an exceptionally buoyant March
2016 did not fare as well.
The year over year (y/y)
decline in starts (-5.9%), March
2017 compared with March
2016, resulted from drops in institutional (-23.5%), commercial
(-14.3%) and industrial (-7.1%).
Only engineering (+33.4%)
managed a gain this March
versus last March.
constructionconnect.com

“Architectural visionary” David
Adjaye has been named among
Time magazine’s 100 most
influential people of 2017 – and
is the only architect to make
the list.
While last year BIG founder
Bjarke Ingels was the sole architect on the prestigious Time
100, this year only British architect Adjaye was recognized.

BIG NUMBER

3.6

MILLION

The Elusive Dream Of
Affordable, Flat-Pack
Furniture

We all want affordable, high-quality,
easy-to-ship furniture. So why is
it so hard to find? Startups are
continually trying to innovate in
an industry long dominated by
Ikea, but none has come close to
being a formidable competitor
to the Swedish giant. They’re
wildly ambitious, but rarely live
up to the hype. We took a look at
three companies built on similar
premises—modern, affordable,
direct-to-consumer furniture—at
different stages in their trajectory to
better understand why.
fastcodesign.com
NEWS

CBRE Hosts Furniture
Forum to Unravel
Furniture Frustrations

WATCH: JIM KEANE ON SUSTAINABLE GROWTH AT
STEELCASE

FURNITURE FORUM WAS CREATED TO GIVE VOICE
TO EACH OF THE DISTINCT GROUPS THAT TAKES THE
FURNITURE SPECIFYING PROCESS FROM THE SPARK
OF AN IDEA TO THE FINAL INSTALLATION. PAGE 16

8
[Steelcase] Atlanta, Birmingham, Nashville
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HUBB: Modular Furniture
for Ever-Changing Learning
Environments
At schools, classes and curriculums are
all completely different and evolve over
time, but the school environment never
seems to change. Learning happens in
all different ways and with collaboration
becoming more mainstream, it seems
logical that furniture would be more
conducive to that. Architecture firm Mecanoo and furniture manufacturer Gispen
joined forces to create an innovative line
of modular furniture to help solve exactly
that and it’s called HUBB.
HUBB is designed for learning environments that see a variety of activities and
types of learning. The modular system’s
components can be reconfigured as
needs change so that institutions won’t
have to reinvest again in a few years
when they’ve outgrown the previous
incarnation. By using screws and snap
connections, the pieces can continues to
be reused instead of thrown out as typically done.
design-milk.com

Problems with noise
at work? A lot of it is
in our heads

When it comes to working in an
office, hell really can be other
people. Many staff can have
enormous difficulties coming
to terms with the sounds that
form the backdrop to their
working day, especially if they
work in open plan areas. The
problem of noise at work is
particularly acute right now
because most UK employees
now work in open plan offices
and at workstations that are
on average about 20 percent
smaller than they were ten
years or so ago. Yet, on the
face of it, the business case for
working in open plan offices is
pretty clear cut. Not only is it
more conducive to communication and less bound by ideas of
that great contemporary no-no
that we call ‘status’, open plan
workstations not only take up
around half the space of cellular offices, the costs of fitting
out a cellular office are around
25 per cent higher than an
equivalent open plan space.
workplaceinsight.net
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FlexJobs and Global
Workplace Analytics
have released new
data on the environmental impact of
the existing flexible
workforce of ‘telecommuters’ in the
US. Assuming they
work from home
around half of the
time (2.5 days out
of a 5 day working
week), these flexible workers cut the
distance travelled in
cars by around 7.8
billion miles a year
and the amount
of greenhouse gas
emitted by 3.6 million tons per year,
according to the
report.

PLACES

Are Businesses Taking
‘Collaborative’ Workspaces
Too Far?

Now WeWork Wants to
Build Out Your Office and
Run it for You
At a time when more traditional businesses are scrambling
to adopt the efficiencies of leaner startups, help is on the way.
WeWork is currently in the research phase of a new initiative
through which it will revamp companies’ offices for them,
remaking them in WeWork’s image and arming them with
office-management technology and a cultural attaché.
Chief product officer David Fano and head of product research Joshua Emig unveiled the infant project at a breakfast
event recently inside a glossy wood-walled WeWork in lower
Manhattan. They discussed how they’re planning to move WeWork beyond co-working spaces to help big companies manage
their own offices. Initially these on-site services will only be for
large companies with 50,000 to 60,000 square feet and at least
1,000 employees. The new offerings would include everything
from building out interiors to managing guests, booking conference rooms, coordinating events, analyzing office data on
space usage, and providing a human community manager to
instill WeWork philosophies.
READ THE FULL ARTICLE

from open plan office spaces
through to, at the extreme end,
staff who hot desk -- where
staff have no permanent space,
arriving each day and setting
up at an available desk.
Another less extreme version
of this involves activity-based
work, which is described
by The Conversation as a
workplace which provides different environments for staff
depending on the activity they
are doing, such as meetings,
collaboration, private work,
creativity and concentration.
READ THE FULL ARTICLE

The Trend In Office Real Estate
That’s ‘About To Explode’

Re-examining the sit-stand
workstation

It was not long ago that co-working began taking the office
sector by storm and baffling traditional office providers with
its rapid rise in popularity, but there is a new disruptor in
town: third-party non-core real estate providers.
These providers are offering temporary meeting space,
conference rooms and event space to companies that would
traditionally have leased or rented that space through their
landlord. The goal is to offer employers a temporary solution
on a need-by-need basis, giving office occupiers more flexibility to pursue cost-saving initiatives such as shrinking their
square footage.
READ THE FULL ARTICLE

Walk into any office and one will
likely see most people seated at
their workstation. Indeed, most
workstations are designed to
support seated work postures.
Seated work is the most comfortable for most work contexts,
especially in an office environment. Seated work is also more
comfortable compared to standing for extended periods of time,

32
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Is desk sharing really the way
of the future?
It’s been billed by big business as a way to inspire a new
generation of networking,
productive team-players
working side by side (albeit
in a smaller office), but a new
study shows that desk sharing
can have a negative impact on
an employee’s productivity
and make them feel less appreciated.
The study published this
month in Science Direct
surveyed 1,000 Australian
employees who work in shared
work environments, ranging

Saatchi + Saatchi, Chancery Lane HQ

particularly for lower limbs.
Researchers are focusing on
the impact of sitting at work
on one’s health, and determining what reasonable courses of
action can be taken to reduce
adverse health effects of office/
sedentary work. One such intervention has been the introduction of sit-stand workstations.
READ THE FULL ARTICLE

READ MORE ON
architizer.com
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Architecture and interiors practice Jump Studios, a Populous Company, has delivered a new London office for Saatchi & Saatchi, the
renowned global communications and advertising agency.
Situated in the heart of London’s legal district on a large corner site,
40 Chancery Lane will be the new London home for Saatchi & Saatchi,
which is part of the Publicis Groupe, meaning the agency will be leaving its offices at 80 Charlotte Street in Fitzrovia after more than 40
years.
Working closely with Saatchi & Saatchi, Jump Studios has taken the
100,000 sq. ft, seven storey blank canvas provided by this Bennetts
Associates’ designed, Derwent London development, and created a
bespoke and welcoming workspace that evokes the spirit of Saatchi &
Saatchi as soon you enter the building.

FIRM: Jump Studios
CLIENT: Saatchi + Saatchi
SCOPE: New Offices
SIZE: 100,000+ sq. ft.
LOCATION: London
INDUSTRY: Advertising / Marketing
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